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When we look at the moon in the sky, its shape seems to change from 
night to night. These are called the moon’s phases. Drag the moons 

above so that they are in the correct order. Start with number 1 which has 
been done for you. Click the Done button when you are fi nished..

Start Again

Read

Done

Changing Faces of the Moon

Station                                                                                                                    Year 8

Identify the sequence of phases of the moon.

Computer, mouse, headphones, mousepad.

Night Sky

One to one                                                                                                             Year 8

Identifying ways in which the moon and stars have and do help people, and affect animal and plant life.

Picture of night sky.

Questions/instructions:

Show student picture of night sky.

This is a picture of the night sky. The night sky is 
important to life on earth. People through time have 
looked at the moon and stars. Often they have used 
the moon and stars to help them in their lives.

1. How might the moon and stars help people on 
earth?  Prompt: Why was and is the night sky 
important to people on earth?                 

                                  provide light/visibility          53

                                                     navigation          46

               phases/movements used to defi ne 
                                          time/seasons/etc          15

                               aesthetic value (beauty)          10

                                     cultural signifi cance 
            (religious, myths, beliefs, astrology)          27

                       spur to scientifi c exploration          15

                                                              tides           6

2. Over time people have noticed that the 
moon and stars affect animal and plant life 
on earth. Try to tell me some ways that the 
moon and stars might affect animal and 
plant life on earth.

              cyclic phenomena, such as animals 
                   behaving differently in different 
                                      phases of the moon          14

                plants or animal health benefi ting 
                                       from light of moon          24

                          navigational use by animals           3

                    animals use light of moon/stars 
                                       to see, move about          15

darkness at night suits some animals and plants         15

This activity is done on the computer. The 
computer should show the home page. If it 
doesn’t tell the teacher. Click on the button 
that says “Moon”. The computer will tell you 
what to do

Placement of 7 phases

All correct:               for southern hemisphere          20

                              for northern hemisphere          12

One pair inverted:    for southern hemisphere           8

                              for northern hemisphere           6

Other                                                                         54

Commentary:
Twenty percent of the year 8 students produced a completely correct response, with a further 12 percent putting 
the phases in a logical sequence but opposite to that applying in the Southern Hemisphere.

Questions/instructions:


